Technical Specifications

Talk Time:
Up to 14 hours *

Standby Time:
Up to 193 hours *

Battery Type:
2000mAh Lithium ion (Li-ion)

Display:
4.5" IPS, impact-resistant, capacitive touchscreen, qHD (960 x 540 pixels)

Operating System:
Android™ 4.3 (Jelly Bean)

Chipset:
MSM8926, Qualcomm® Snapdragon™ with 1.2 GHz quad-core CPU

Radios:
CDMA 1xRTT, CDMA 1xEVDO REV. A, LTE

Memory:
8GB ROM/1.5GB RAM
MicroSD™ memory card slot (supports up to 32GB)

Size:
5.02 x 2.50 x .43" (127.4 x 63.5 x 10.9 mm)

Weight:
4.9oz (139g)

Media Formats:
Audio: AAC, AAC+, eAAC+, AMR-NB, AMR-WB, MP3, MIDI, Vorbis, WAVE, QCELP, EVRC
Video: H.263, H.264, MPEG4
Image: JPEG, GIF, PNG, BMP

Highlights

• Certified dust resistant and waterproof for IP57 - protection against dust and water immersion for up to 30 minutes in up to 3.28 feet (1 meter) of water**
• Hear clearly in more places than ever before—place the phone anywhere against your ear to take calls in the noisiest environments with Kyocera Smart Sonic Receiver technology
• Powerful new technology that’s a breeze to use—wireless charging, Touch and Send NFC sharing, and Eco Mode with MaxiMZR
• 4.5" Edge-to-edge qHD impact-resistant display
• Sprint Spark LTE Capable

Additional Features

• PMA-enabled wireless charging support repowers the battery; simply set your phone on an optional charging-pad accessory
• As simple as it is smart—an easy-to-use, optional Easy Mode UI with features like a tap-based menu, large fonts, and large, intuitive graphics encourages you to explore and understand the full functionality of this phone
• Touch and Send NFC sharing lets you share contacts, videos, apps, and more by simply touching two NFC-enabled phones back to back
• Powerful 2000mAh Li-ion battery plus added energy-saving features—Eco Mode with MaxiMZR extends performance automatically by powering down noncritical functions
• 8MP camera and camcorder with digital zoom, LED flash, auto-focus; includes panoramic, HDR, multi-shot, effects and smile-shutter modes
• 2MP front-facing camera for video chat and self-portraits
• Shoot video in 1080p HD
• Media player and high-quality video streaming at 30fps
• 1.2GHz quad-core processor for running multiple apps simultaneously and running videos seamlessly
• MagniFont Mode—enlarges on-screen text, creating an easy-to-read display
• Virtual QWERTY keypad with Swype®, a faster and easier way to type
• Gmail™ and Exchange address book integration
• Corporate (Exchange ActiveSync) and personal (POP3 & IMAP) email
• 3-axis accelerometer, proximity sensor, ambient light sensor, digital compass, and FM radio receiver
• Mobile Wi-Fi hotspot capability (supports up to 8 devices)†
• Stereo Bluetooth® (4.0 + LE/EDR) wireless technology support
• 3.5 mm stereo headphone jack
• Supports English and Spanish
• Hearing Aid Compatibility (HAC) Rating: M4/T3

Included Accessories

• Standard battery
• AC charger (Micro-USB data cable pluggable)
• Micro-USB data cable

*Times will vary based on user settings, feature use, and network configuration.
**HydroVIBE meets IP53 and IPX7 standards for water spray and immersion for up to 30 minutes at a depth up to 3.28 feet (1 meter).
† Additional fees may apply.
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